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the   correctness   of   these   identifications.    Both   have   the     abdominal   edge
trenchant   only   posterior   to   the  ventral   fins.

In   setting   up   Culler   alburnus   as   the   type   of   C  niter,   Bleeker   and
various   writers   who   agreed   with   him   in   this   course   entirely   ignored
the   fact   that   Basilewsky   himself   adopted   or   considered   Cyprinus
cultratus   Linnaeus   as   the   type   of   Culler.   No   other   interpretation   can
be   placed   on   the   circumstance   that,   immediately   after   the   first   use
of   the   name   Cutter,   Basilewsky   devoted   an   entire   line   to   the   words
"Cypr.   cultratus   Linn."   The   case   is   clearly   covered   by   the   Inter-

national  Rules   of   Zoological   Nomenclature,   reference   being   made
particularly   to   article   30,   paragraph   g,   reading:

If   an   author,   in   publishing   a   genus   with   more   than   one   valid   species,
fails   to   designate  or   to   indicate  its   type,   any  subsequent  author  may  select
the  type.

That   Basilewsky   did   select   a   type   species   by   "indication"   seems   to
be   fully   established   by   the   international   rules   and   the   opinions   there-

under, and  Bleeker's  action  was  void.
Although   the   point   is   not   of   vital   importance,   it   may   be   noted   that

the   original   definition   of   the   genus   Cutter   fitted   fairly   well   the   species
cultratus   and   that   in   the   few   particulars   in   which   it   did   not   apply   it
would   have   been   subject   to   future   emendation,   correction,   or   ampli-

fication, as  was  done  by  Gunther  (1868)  to  make  it   fit   the  species
he   assigned   to   it.

In   passing   on   the   name   Cutter   and   its   genotype,   Jordan   (1919)   ex-
pressed the  following  opinion:

Cutter   Basilewsky;   logotype   C.   alburnus   Basilewsky,   as   restricted   by
Bleeker   and   Gunther.   Under   the   head   of   Cutter   Basilewsky   mentions   espe-

cially Cyprinus  cultratus  L.  .  .  .  although  he  does  not  exactly  specify  this
as  type.   He  then  proceeds  to  describe  certain  Chinese  species.   For  some  of
these   the   name   Cutter   has   been   kept,   although   Basilewsky   plainly   intended
to   make   his   type   Cyprinus   cultratus.   At   present   we   follow   the   authority   of
Bleeker   and   Gunther.

If   it   were   established   that   Cyprinus   cultratus   was   not   designated   or
indicated   by   Basilewsky   as   the   type   of   Cutter,   that   species   would
automatically   have   become   the   type   under   another   provision   of   the
International   Rules   of   Zoological   Nomenclature.   Thus,   paragraph   i
of   article   30,   which   appears   as   a   recommendation   of   the   International
Commission   on   Zoological   Nomenclature,   reads:

If   a   genus,   without   designated   type,   contains   among   its   original   species
one   possessing   as   a   specific   or   subspecific   name,   either   as   valid   name   or
synonym,  a  name  which  is  virtually  the  same  as  the  generic  name,  or  of  the
same  origin   or   same  meaning,   preference   should   be   shown  to   that   species
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in   designating   the   type,   unless   such   preference   is   strongly   contraindicated
by   other   factors.   (Type   by   virtual   tautonymy.)

The   foregoing   review   has   been   intended   to   prepare   the   way   for
another   aspect   of   this   case.

The   genus   Pelecus   was   established   by   Louis   Agassiz   (1835)   for   the
accommodation   of   Cyprinus   cultratus   Linnaeus,   and   the   fish   has   ever
since   borne   the   name   of   Pelecus   cultratus.

It   therefore   follows   that   Basilewsky's   Culter,   proposed   twenty
years   later,   was   a   synonym   and   that   this   name   is   not   available   for
any   of   the   various   species   which   have   from   time   to   time   been   so
designated,   many   of   which,   however,   have   already   been   placed   in
newly-established   genera.

It   now   remains   to   provide   for   forms   that   are   still   carried   under   the
name   of   Culter.   These   fall   into   two   closely   related   genera   which   are
named   and   diagnosed   as   follows  :

Cultrops   n.   g.   (Cyprinidae)

Body   and   head   strongly   compressed,   with   abdominal   edge   trenchant
throughout;   dorsal   profile   nearly   straight   and   horizontal,   ventral   profile
strongly   and   evenly   decurved;   eye   in   anterior   half   of   head,   postorbital
region   long;   mouth   sub   vertical;   lower   jaw   with   a   strongly   developed   sym-
physial   hook   which   fits   into   a   corresponding   depression   in   the   upper   jaw;
no   barbels;   pharyngeal   teeth   triserial,   with   4   uncinate   teeth   in   each   of   the
two  outer  rows  and  2  shorter  blunt  teeth  in  the  innermost  row;  gill  openings
wide;   gill   membranes   narrowly   united   to   isthmus;   gill   rakers   numerous,
long,   setiform;   natatory   vesicle   tripartite;   scales   small;   lateral   line   slightly
decurved,   often   consisting   of   2   or   3   disconnected   overlapping   sections,   and
running   in   lower   half   of   caudal   peduncle;   dorsal   fin   placed   over   the   space
between   ventral   and   anal   fins,   with   7   branched   rays   and   with   last   simple
ray   slender,   weak,   and   non-osseous;   caudal   fin   forked;   anal   fin   with   23   to
25  branched  rays;   pectoral   fins  long.

Genotype.  —  Culter   siamensis   Hora,   inhabiting   Siam.

The   genus   Paralaubuca   established   by   Bleeker   in   1863   (Atlas   Ichthyo-
logique,   III)   for   a   common   Siamese   species   (typus)   is   close   to   Cultrops
(rather   than   to   Laubuca   with   which   Bleeker   compared   it)   but   seems   to   be
sufficiently   differentiated.

Cultrichthys   n.   g.   (Cyprinidae)
Body   and   head   strongly   compressed,   with   abdominal   edge   trenchant   from

pectoral   base   to   vent;   dorsal   and   ventral   outlines   similar;   eye   in   anterior
half   of   head,   postorbital   region   long;   mouth   sub   vertical;   no   postsymphysial
knob   or   hook   on   lower   jaw;   no   barbels;   pharyngeal   teeth   slender,   triserial,
5,4,2  — 2,3  (or   4),  4,   or   4,3,1  — 1,3,4;   gill   openings   wide;   gill   membranes   nar-

rowly  united   to   isthmus;   gill   rakers   numerous,   long,   setiform;   natatory
vesicle   tripartite;   scales   small;   lateral   line   with   slight   downward   curvature;
dorsal   fin   placed  over   the  space  between  ventrals   and  anal   or   slightly   over-
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lapping   origin   of   anal,   with   7   branched   rays   and   with   the   last   simple   ray
smooth,  stout,  and  osseous;  caudal  fin  forked;  anal  fin  with  28  to  30  branched
rays ;  pectoral  fins  long.

Genotype.  —  Cultur   brevicauda   Gunther,   inhabiting   Formosa   and   China.
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PROCEEDINGS   OF   THE   ACADEMY   AND
AFFILIATED   SOCIETIES

PHILOSOPHICAL   SOCIETY

1135th   meeting   continued

J.   W.   McBurney:   Freezing   and   thawing   of   brick.  —  Freezing   and   thawing
tests   are   rarely   used   as   acceptance   tests   for   building   brick   because   of   the
length   of   time   required   to   obtain   results.   The   principal   use   of   such   tests
in   recent   years   has   been   in   the   evaluation   of   weathering   classification   of
building   brick.   The   classifications   are   based   upon   certain   physical   properties
that  can  be  readily  measured  in  the  laboratory.  The  most  important  of  these
properties  is  the  C/B  ratio  which  can  be  defined  as  the  ratio  of  easily  filled
pore   space   to   total   tillable   pore   space.   Twelve   samples   of   20   bricks   each
were  selected  from  each  of  5  large  samples  representing  5  different  types  of
bricks   so   that   the   distribution   of   the   physical   properties   of   each   small
sample   closely   resembled   each   other   small   sample.   These   comparable   small
samples  were  frozen  and  thawed  up  to  75  cycles  using  7  different  techniques
of  freezing  and  thawing.   Three  types  of   exposure  to  weather  were  used  on
others  of   these  small   samples.   The  action  of   both  laboratory  freezing  meth-

ods and  natural  exposures  can  be  summed  up  by  stating  that  the  greater
the  degree  of  saturation  at  the  time  of  freezing,  the  more  effective  was  the
method   in   producing   disintegration.   (Author's   Abstract.)

The   first   paper   was   discussed   by   Messrs.   Kracek,   Herschel,   McNish,
and   Heck;   the   second   one   by   Messrs.   Ttjckerman,   Heck,   Kracek,   and
Stevenson.

An   informal   communication   on   the   bisection   of   a   horn   angle   was   pre-
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sented   by   A.   S.   Hawkesworth   and   discussed   by   Messrs.   Goldberg   and
McNish.

1136th   meeting

The  1136th  meeting  was  held  Saturday,   May  7,   1938,   in   the  Cosmos  Club
Auditorium,   President   Heck   presiding.

Program:   H.   L.   Dryden:   Liveliness   of   baseballs.  —  At   the   request   of   Clark
Griffith,   President   of   the   Washington   Nationals,   representing   a   committee
of   American   League   officials   concerned   with   standardization   of   baseballs,
and   because   of   the   considerable   public   interest   in   the   matter,   the   National
Bureau  of   Standards  undertook  to  study  methods  of   measuring  the  liveliness
of  baseballs  and  to  determine  whether  the  ball   to  be  used  by  the  American
and  International  Leagues  next  season  is  livelier  than  that  to  be  used  by  the
National   League.

The   "liveliness"   or   in   scientific   language   the   resilience   of   a   body   is   com-
monly determined  by  allowing  it  to  fall  and  rebound  from  a  suitable  hard

surface.   A  lively   ball   rebounds  more  than  a   dead  ball.   This   method  is,   how-
ever, not  at  all  satisfactory  for  baseballs.  The  principal  reason  is  that  the

pitcher  bounces  the  baseball  off  the  bat  in  a  home  run  hit  with  relative  speeds
far   greater   than   can   be   obtained   by   dropping   from   any   reasonable   height.
The   impact   of   a   ball   dropped   from   the   top   of   the   Washington   Monument
or   higher   on   to   the   pavement   below   is   probably   not   as   great   as   that   of
the  bat  hitting  a  fast  ball.  The  falling  ball  is  retarded  by  the  resistance  of  the
air  and  soon  approaches  a  constant  speed  at  which  the  air  resistance  equals
the   weight.   This   speed   has   not   been   accurately   determined   but   is   probably
of  the  order  of  120  feet  per  second.  The  relative  speed  at  which  the  bat  meets
a   fast   ball   is   probably   greater.   In   any   case   large  corrections   would   have  to
be  made  for  the  effects  of  air  resistance  in  the  measurement  of  liveliness  by
dropping  tests.

It   is   necessary   to   secure  impacts   comparable   with   those  of   a   batted  ball,
since  the  liveliness  decreases  as  the  severity  of  the  impact  and  the  consequent
deformation   of   the   ball   increases.   The   Bureau   has   constructed   a   machine
which  gives  relative  speeds  of   the  right  order  of   magnitude.   The  machine  is
an   adaptation   of   apparatus   developed   by   Professor   H.   A.   Thomas   of   the
Carnegie   Institute   of   Technology   for   measuring   the   liveliness   of   golf   balls.
It   consists   of   an   air   gun   which   shoots   a   one-pound   hard-wood   projectile
representing   the   bat   at   speeds   up   to   200   ft/sec   against   the   ball   which   is
"teed"   like   a   golf   ball.   After   impact,   the   projectile   and   ball   are   caught   in
ballistic   pendulums,   by   means   of   which   their   speeds   can   be   determined.
The   resilience   or   "liveliness"   is   measured   by   the   ratio   of   the   relative   speed
after   impact   to   the   relative   speed   before   impact.

Since   balls   of   the   same   lot   vary   somewhat   in   weight,   size,   and   physical
properties,   it   was   necessary   to   take   a   large   number   of   measurements   on   a
fair  number  of  balls  of  any  given  type  to  obtain  reliable  average  values.  The
measurements   of   the   liveliness   of   the   American   and   National   League   base-

balls  showed   no   difference   of   any   practical   significance.   Some   National
League   balls   are   more   lively   than   some   American   League   balls,   and   some
are   less   lively.   There   are   slight   variations   in   liveliness   of   balls   of   either
league,   just   as   there   are   slight   variations   in   weight   within   the   official   limits
of   5   to   5|   ounces   and   slight   variations   in   circumference   within   the   official
limits  of  9  to  9 J  inches.  The  differences  between  averages  of  three  measure-

ments on  six  balls  of  each  type  are  small  in  comparison  with  variations  in
the   individual   measurements   and   would   probably   disappear   if   a   very   large
number  of  balls  were  tested.
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As   a   check   on   the   laboratory   measurements   (and   of   greater   interest   to
most  people)  the  gun  was  taken  to  the  ball  park  and  used  as  a  robot  batter
to   drive   out   home  runs.   It   was   easily   possible   to   knock   the   ball   over   the
fence.   Numerous   measurements   of   distance   were   made   under   the   same
conditions  in  so  far  as  possible.  The  average  distance  was  the  same  for  the
American   and   National   League   balls   within   one   foot,   namely,   367   feet   for
the  conditions  used.  Individual  shots  went  from  320  to  410  feet,   this  scatter
and  lateral  deflections  up  to  30  feet  either  way  being  largely  due  to  the  effect
of   the   variable   wind.   (Author's   Abstract.)

0.   H.   Gish   and   K.   L.   Sherman:   Electrical   resistance   of   the   atmosphere.
The   first   paper   was   discussed   by   Messrs.   Roller,   Tuckerman,   Buck-

ingham, and  Hawkesworth;  the  second  one,  which  was  presented  by  Mr.
Gish,   was   discussed   by   Messrs.   Hawkesworth   and   Tuckerman.

An   informal   communication   on   "Fibonacci   Redivivus"   or   "The   Fecund
Rabbits"   was   presented   by   Mr.   L.   B.   Tuckerman.   This   was   discussed   by
Messrs.   McNish,   Humphreys,   and   Goldberg.

1137th   meeting

The  1137th  meeting  was  held  Saturday,  May  21,  1938,  in  the  Cosmos  Club
Auditorium,   President   Heck   presiding.

Program:   W.   C.   Lowdermilk:   The   recent   floods   in   southern   California.  —
The   flood   of   March   1938   in   Southern   California   was   the   most   disastrous
since  the  historical  record  began  in  the  founding  of  the  San  Gabriel   Mission
in  1771.  Because  of  highly  developed  culture  and  density  of  population,  flood
waters   were   more   destructive   to   the   interests   of   human   inhabitants   than
ever   before.   Eighty-three   persons   lost   their   lives   and   116   were   injured   and
nearly   5,000   families   required   assistance   and   rehabilitation.   The   losses   in
property   destroyed   and   damaged   approximated   83   millions   of   dollars.   The
flood   affected   principally   the   four   drainage   basins   of   the   Los   Angeles,   San
Gabriel,   Santa   Ana   and   Santa   Clara   Rivers.   Highway   and   railway   bridges
were   washed   out.   Highways   and   roads   were   cut   through;   stream   channels
were   deepened   and   widened   under   cutting   banks;   densely   populated   com-

munities were  overwhelmed  by  overwash  and  extensive  areas  of  agricul-
tural lands  were  damaged  or  ruined  by  the  overwash  of  sands,  gravels  and

boulders   and   cultivated   fields   on   sloping   lands   suffered   serious   erosion
throughout  the  area.  The  total  rainfall  of  two  storms  coming  one  close  upon
the  other  varied  from  7  inches  in  the  coastal  plains  to  30  inches  above  7000
feet   in   the   mountains.   Melting   of   winter   snows   above   the   6,000   feet   level
added  to  the  flood  runoff.  Rain  intensities  equalled  as  much  as  3  inches  per
hour  per  15  minutes  and  there  was  as  much  as  11  inches  of  fall  in  12  hours
at   the   higher   elevations.   But   greater   rainfall   has   occurred  in   the  past,   such
as  in  the  winters  of  1861-62,   1884-85  and  in  1889.  Such  storms  may  be  ex-

pected to  occur  from  time  to  time  in  the  future.  Important  lessons  in  the
interests   of   flood   control   and   water   conservation   may   be   learned   from   this
flood.

The  flood  control   dams  were  effective   in   reducing  runoff   peaks   up  to   50
percent   and   plans   for   construction   of   additional   flood   control   reservoirs
appear   to   be   fully   justified.

Debris   in   the  flood  currents   presents   the  greatest   problem  in   the  control
of   flood   waters   for   this   area.   The   16   debris   basins   constructed   along   the
mountain   front   were   effective   in   unloading   heavily   charged   runoff   and   mud
flows.  Cleaning  out  of  the  debris  basins  represents  a  heavy  cost  of  flood  pro-

tection. The  flood  control  reservoirs,  moreover,  were  filled  to  surprising  de-
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